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Abstract. We provide an inkling of recent progress in hadron physics made using QCD’s Dyson-
Schwinger equations, reviewing: the notion of in-hadron condensates and a putative solution of a
gross problem with the cosmological constant; a symmetry-preserving computation that simultane-
ously correlates the masses of meson and baryon ground- and excited-states, and contributes to a
resolution of the conundrum of the Roper resonance; and a prediction for theQ2-dependence ofu-
andd-quark Dirac and Pauli form factors in the proton, which exposes the critical role played by
diquark correlations within the nucleon.
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With QCD, Nature has given us the sole known example of a strongly-interacting
quantum field theory that is defined through degrees-of-freedom which cannot directly
be detected. This empirical fact ofconfinementensures that QCD is the most interesting
and challenging piece of the Standard Model. It means that building a bridge between
QCD and the observed properties of hadrons is one of the key problems for modern
science. In confronting this challenge, steps are being taken with approaches that can
rigorously be connected with QCD. Herein we recapitulate onefforts within the Dyson-
Schwinger equation (DSE) framework [1, 2], which provides acontinuum perspective
on computing hadron properties from QCD.

No solution to QCD will be complete if it does not explain confinement. This means
confinement in the real world, which contains quarks with light current-masses. That
is distinct from the artificial universe of pure-gauge QCD without dynamical quarks,
studies of which tend merely to focus on achieving an area lawfor a Wilson loop and
hence are irrelevant to the question of light-quark confinement. Confinement may be
related to the analytic properties of QCD’s Schwinger functions [3] and can therefore
be translated into the challenge of charting the infrared behavior of QCD’suniversal
β -function. This is a well-posed problem whose solution can be addressed in any
framework enabling the nonperturbative evaluation of renormalisation constants.

Dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB); namely, the generation of massfrom
nothing, is a fact in QCD. This is best seen by solving the DSE for the dressed-quark
propagator [4, 5]; i.e., the gap equation. However, the origin of the interaction strength
at infrared momenta, which guarantees DCSB through the gap equation, is unknown.
This relationship ties confinement to DCSB. The reality of DCSB means that the Higgs
mechanism is largely irrelevant to the bulk of normal matterin the universe. Instead the
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single most important mass generating mechanism for light-quark hadrons is the strong
interaction effect of DCSB; e.g., one can identify it as being responsible for 98% of
a proton’s mass. NB. DCSB is also an amplifier of the Higgs’ contribution to explicit
chiral symmetry breaking [6].

We note that the hadron spectrum [7], and hadron elastic and transition form factors
[8, 9] provide unique information about the long-range interaction between light-quarks
and, in addition, the distribution of a hadron’s characterising properties amongst its QCD
constituents. However, to make full use of extant and forthcoming data, it is necessary
to use Poincaré covariant theoretical tools that enable thereliable study of hadrons in
the mass range 1-2GeV. Crucially, on this domain both confinement and DCSB are
germane; and the DSEs provide such a tool.

For the last thirty years,condensates; i.e., nonzero vacuum expectation values of lo-
cal operators, have been used as parameters in order to correlate and estimate essentially
nonperturbative strong-interaction matrix elements. They are also basic to current al-
gebra analyses. It is conventionally held that such quark and gluon condensates have a
physical existence, which is independent of the hadrons that express QCD’s asymptoti-
cally realisable degrees-of-freedom; namely, that these condensates are not merely mass-
dimensioned parameters in a theoretical truncation scheme, but in fact describe measur-
able spacetime-independent configurations of QCD’s elementary degrees-of-freedom in
a hadronless ground state.

However, it has been argued that this view is erroneous owingto confinement [10].
Indeed, it was proven [11] that the chiral-limit vacuum quark condensate is qualitatively
equivalent to the pseudoscalar-meson leptonic decay constant in the sense that both
are obtained as the chiral-limit value of well-defined gauge-invariant hadron-to-vacuum
transition amplitudes that possess a spectral representation in terms of the current-quark-
mass. Thus, whereas it might sometimes be convenient to imagine otherwise, neither is
essentially a constant mass-scale that fills all spacetime.Hence, in particular, the quark
condensate can be understood as a property of hadrons themselves, which is expressed,
for example, in their Bethe-Salpeter or light-front wave functions. In the latter instance,
the light-front-instantaneous quark propagator appears to play a crucial role [10, 12]

This has enormous implications for the cosmological constant. The universe is ex-
panding at an ever-increasing rate and theoretical physicshas tried to explain this in
terms of the energy of quantum processes in vacuum; viz., condensates carry energy
and so, if they exist, must contribute to the universe’s darkenergy, which is expressed
in the computed value of the cosmological constant. The problem is that hitherto all
potential sources of this so-called vacuum energy give magnitudes that far exceed the
value of the cosmological constant that is empirically determined. This has been de-
scribed as “the biggest embarrassment in theoretical physics” [13]. However, given that,
in the presence of confinement, condensates do not leak from within hadrons, then there
are no space-time-independent condensates permeating theuniverse [10]. This nullifies
completely their contribution to the cosmological constant and reduces the mismatch
between theory and observation by a factor of 1046 [14], and possibly by far more, if
technicolour-like theories are the correct paradigm for extending the Standard Model.



In QCD, DCSB is most fundamentally expressed through a strongly momentum-
dependent dressed-quark mass [4, 5]; viz.,M(p2) in the quark propagator:

S(p) =
1

iγ · pA(p2)+B(p2)
=

Z(p2)

iγ · p+M(p2)
. (1)

The appearance and behaviour ofM(p2) are essentially quantum field theoretic effects,
unrealisable in quantum mechanics. The running mass connects the infrared and ultravi-
olet regimes of the theory, and establishes that the constituent-quark and current-quark
masses are simply two connected points on a single curve separated by a large mo-
mentum interval. QCD’s dressed-quark behaves as a constituent-quark, a current-quark,
or something in between, depending on the momentum of the probe which explores
the bound-state containing the dressed-quark. These remarks should make clear that
QCD’s dressed-quarks are not simply Dirac particles. This fact has been elucidated fur-
ther using a novel formulation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation [15], most recently in a
demonstration that dressed-quarks possess a large, dynamically-generated anomalous
chromomagnetic moment, which produces an equally large anomalous electromagnetic
moment [16] that has a material impact on nucleon magnetic form factors [17] and also
very likely on nucleon transition form factors.

Elucidation of the connection between DCSB and dressed-quark anomalous magnetic
moments was made possible by the derivation of a novel form for the relativistic bound-
state equation [15], which is valid and tractable when the quark-gluon vertex is fully
dressed. This has also enabled an exposition of the impact ofDCSB on the hadron spec-
trum. For example, spin-orbit splitting between ground-state mesons is dramatically en-
hanced and this is the mechanism responsible for a magnified mass-separation between
parity partners; namely, essentially-nonperturbative DCSB corrections to the rainbow-
ladder truncation1 largely-cancel in the pseudoscalar and vector channels [19] but add
constructively in the scalar and axial-vector channels [2].

These facts have been used in a computation of the light-hadron spectrum that simul-
taneously correlates the masses of meson and baryon ground-and excited-states within
a single framework [20]. At the core of the analysis is a symmetry-preserving treat-
ment of a vector-vector contact interaction. In comparisonwith relevant quantities the
root-mean-square-relative-error/degree-of-freedom is13%.

The spectra are displayed in Fig. 1. Notably, with the exception of the ρ∗-meson,
all dressed-quark-core masses lie above the experimental values. This is readily under-
stood given that the dressed-quark-core is associated withBethe-Salpeter- and Faddeev-
equation kernels that omit contributions which may be associated with pseudoscalar-
meson loops.

Following this line of reasoning, a striking feature of the baryon spectrum is agree-
ment between the DSE-computed baryon masses and the bare masses employed in mod-
ern dynamical coupled-channels models of pion-nucleon reactions, where the latter ex-
ist. Most interestingly, perhaps, is the Roper resonance. The DSE study [20] produces a

1 This is the leading-order in a nonperturbative, systematicand symmetry-preserving DSE truncation
scheme [18].
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FIGURE 1. LEFT PANEL – Comparison between DSE-computed dressed-quark-core-meson masses
and experiment (filled-squares[21]). RIGHT PANEL – Comparison between DSE-computed dressed-
quark-core-baryon masses (filled circles) and bare masses determined in Ref. [22] (filled diamonds) and
Ref. [23] (filled triangles). For the coupled-channels models a symbol at the lower extremity indicates
that no associated state is found in the analysis, whilst a symbol at the upper extremity indicates that
the analysis reports a dynamically-generated resonance with no corresponding bare-baryon state. In
connection withΩ-baryons theopen-circlesrepresent a shift downward in the computed results by
100MeV. This is an estimate of the effect produced by pseudoscalar-meson loop corrections in∆-like
systems at as-quark current-mass [24, 25, 26].

radial excitation of the nucleon at 1.82±0.07GeV. This state is predominantly a radial
excitation of the quark-diquark system, with both the scalar- and axial-vector diquark
correlations in their ground state. Its predicted mass liesprecisely at the value deter-
mined in the analysis of Ref. [22]. This is significant because for almost 50 years the
“Roper resonance” has defied understanding. Discovered in 1963, it appears to be an
exact copy of the proton except that its mass is 50% greater. The mass was the prob-
lem: hitherto it could not be explained by any theoretical tool that can validly be used
to study the strong-interaction piece of the Standard Modelof Particle Physics. That has
now changed. Combined, Refs. [20, 22] demonstrate that the Roper resonance is indeed
the proton’s first radial excitation, and that its mass is farlighter than normal for such
an excitation because the Roper obscures its dressed-quark-core with a dense cloud of
pions and other mesons.

Reference [20] provides insight into numerous additional aspects of baryon structure.
For example, relationships between the nucleon and∆ masses and those of the dressed-
quark and diquark correlations they contain, such asmN ≈ 3M on a large domain of
current-quark mass, whereM is the dressed-quark mass; elucidation of a remarkably
simple structure for the∆-resonance; and information on the composition of the excited
states of the nucleon and∆, such as that explained above for the Roper resonance. It is
also a first step in a larger programme aimed at charting the interaction between light-
quarks by explicating the impact of differing behaviours ofthe Bethe-Salpeter kernel
upon hadron elastic and transition form factors [9].

A second step is made in Ref. [27], which presents a unified DSEtreatment of static
and electromagnetic properties of pseudoscalar and vectormesons, and scalar and axial-
vector diquark correlations, based upon the same symmetry-preserving treatment of
the vector-vector contact-interaction. This study documents a comparison between the
electromagnetic form factors of mesons and those diquarks which play a material role
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FIGURE 2. LEFT PANEL. Ratio defined in Eq. (2):dot-dashed curve– d-quark;solid curve– proton;
and dashed curve– u-quark. RIGHT PANEL. y2Fd,u

1 (y) for light-quarks within the proton:dot-dashed
curve– d-quark; andsolid curve– u-quark. In both panels, the data are drawn from Ref. [29].

in nucleon structure. It is therefore an important advance toward a unified description
of meson and baryon form factors based on a single interaction. One notable result is
the large degree of similarity between related meson and diquark form factors; e.g., it
would be a good practical approximation to assume equality of related radii:r0+ ≈ rπ
and r1+ ≈ rρ , wherer0,1 are the radii of the scalar and pseudovector diquarks. This
emphasises in addition that the diquark correlations whichare important in baryon
structure are not pointlike. A merit of the interaction’s simplicity is the ability therewith
to compute form factors at arbitrarily large spacelikeQ2. This enabled a zero to be
exposed in theρ-meson electric form factor atzρ

Q ≈√
6mρ . Notably,rρzρ

Q ≈ rDzD
Q, where

rD andzD
Q are, respectively, the deuteron’s electric radius and the location of the zero in

its electric form factor.
The programme just described should be viewed as complementary to Ref. [8], which

uses Schwinger functions constrained by meson phenomena, and perturbative and non-
perturbative QCD in order to produce a comprehensive, Poincaré-covariant survey of
nucleon elastic electromagnetic form factors. In that bodyof work, the momentum-
dependence of the quark mass-function [5] plays a critical role; e.g., it has a marked
influence on theQ2-evolution of the form factors. It is through comparison between
these results and those anticipated to follow from Refs. [20, 27] that one may identify
unambiguous signals for the nonperturbative running of thedressed-quark mass-function
and the precise nature of the evolution ofM(p2) into the perturbative domain. Such in-
formation is key to charting the long-range behaviour of thequark-quark interaction.

Reference [8] predicted the measured behaviour of the neutron’s electric form factor
[28]; and it contains a wealth of other information, with much of novelty that remains to
be described. For example in Fig. 2, motivated by Ref. [29], we plot the ratio

Rf
12(Q̂

2) =
(lnQ̂2/Λ̂2)2

Q̂2

κ f F f
1 (Q̂

2)

F f
2 (Q̂

2)
, (2)

whereQ̂2 = Q2/M2
N, Λ̂ = 0.44, and f = u-quark,d-quark or proton. For the proton,

this is the inverse of the ratio depicted in Fig. 6 of Ref. [8].A perturbative analysis that



considers effects arising from both the proton’s leading- and subleading-twist light-cone
wave functions, the latter of which represents quarks with one unit of orbital angular
momentum, suggests this ratio should be constant forQ2 > Λ2, whereΛ is a mass-scale
that is supposed to correspond to an upper-bound on the domain of soft momenta [30].

As explained in Ref. [8] and evident here,Rp
12(Q̂

2) is constant on a sizeable domain,
all of which will soon be experimentally accessible. In thisconnection, however, the
comparison withRu

12 andRd
12 is revealing:Rp

12(Q̂
2) is constructed from this pair and

yet neither is even approximately constant. This would necessarily have been otherwise
if the reasoning of Ref. [30] were applicable. The resultRp

12 ≈constant is thus seen
to arise only because of cancellations between the separatebehaviours ofRu

12 and
Rd

12, neither of which individually satisfies the scaling relation predicted in Ref. [30].
HenceRp

12(Q̂
2) ≈constant is anaccident. It is not a verification of the scaling relation

but owes to an interference between nonperturbative correlations within the nucleon’s
Faddeev amplitude. This explains why, in Fig. 13 of Ref. [8],the analogous neutron ratio
Rn

12(Q̂
2) 6=constant: it is constructed from another, distinct combination of Ru

12 andRd
12,

and the nature of the interference pattern is therefore different.
These points are amplified by the right panel of Fig. 2, which depictsQ4Fd

1 (Q
2) and

Q4Fu
1 (Q

2). Plainly, the scaling behaviour anticipated from perturbative QCD is not evi-
dent on the momentum domain depicted. This fact is emphasised by the zero inFd

1 (Q
2)

at Q2 = 4.9M2
N, which was first exhibited in Ref. [31] and is consistent withthe ex-

trapolation of an existing empirical form factor parametrisation [32]. The zero owes
to the presence of diquark correlations in the nucleon. It has been found [8] that the
proton’s singly-representedd-quark is more likely to be struck in association with an
axial-vector diquark correlation than with a scalar, and form factor contributions involv-
ing an axial-vector diquark are soft. On the other hand, the doubly-representedu-quark
is predominantly linked with harder scalar-diquark contributions. This interference pro-
duces a zero in the Dirac form factor of thed-quark in the proton. The location of the
zero depends on the relative probability of finding 1+ and 0+ diquarks in the proton.
The same physics explains thex = 1 value of thedv(x)/uv(x) ratio of valence-quark
distribution functions in the proton [33]. Further in this connection, the dressed-quark
mass-function underlying these nucleon predictions provides a valid explanation of the
valence-quark distributions in pseudoscalar mesons [34],the only one which unifies the
phenomena of nonperturbative QCD with the large-x behaviour predicted by QCD.

There are many reasons why this is an exciting time in hadron physics. We have
focused on one. Namely, through the DSEs, we are positioned to unify phenomena as
apparently diverse as: the hadron spectrum; hadron elasticand transition form factors,
from small- to large-Q2, and their quark flavour decomposition; and parton distribution
functions. The key is an understanding of both the fundamental origin of nuclear mass
and the far-reaching consequences of the mechanism responsible; namely, DCSB. These
things might lead us to an explanation of confinement, the phenomenon that makes
nonperturbative QCD the most interesting piece of the Standard Model.
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